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Abstract
We address the problem of specializing a constraint logic program wrt a con
strained atom which species the context of use of the program We follow an
approach based on transformation rules and strategies We introduce a novel trans
formation rule called contextual constraint replacement to be combined with vari
ants of the traditional unfolding and folding rules We present a general Partial
Evaluation Strategy for automating the application of these rules and two addi
tional strategies the Context Propagation Strategy which is instrumental for the
application of our contextual constraint replacement rule and the Invariant Promo
tion Strategy for taking advantage of invariance properties of the computation We
show through some examples the power of our method and we compare it with exist
ing methods for partial deduction of constraint logic programs based on extensions
of Lloyd and Shepherdsons approach
 Introduction
The goal of program specialization is the automatic adaptation of a program to
the context where it is used Several program transformation techniques have
been proposed in the literature for achieving program specialization One of
the most well known among these techniques is partial evaluation  In this
paper we consider constraint logic programs  over a domain D CLPD for
short For this class of programs we assume that the context of use is given
by a constrained atom that is a conjunction cA where c is a constraint over
D and A is an atom
c
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We address the problem of contextual specialization wrt a constrained
atom which is de	ned as follows
 Given a CLPD program P and a con
strained atom cA we want to derive a program P
s
and an atom A
s
such
that for every variable assignment  that assigns to each variable an element
of D we have that

lmP D j

cA i lmP
s
D j

cA
s

 Contextual Specialization
where for any program P and domain D lmP D denotes the least Dmodel
of P 
Thus contextual specialization is more general than standard specializa
tion performed via partial evaluation  Indeed in the case of partial
evaluation given a CLPD program P and a constrained atom cA we derive
a program P
pe
and an atom A
pe
such that for every variable assignment 
we have that

lmP D j

cA i lmP
pe
D j

A
pe

 Partial Evaluation
Notice that every solution P
pe
 A
pe
 of the partial evaluation problem is also
a solution of the contextual specialization problem that is it satis	es the
contextual specialization equivalence  when substituted for P
s
 A
s

To illustrate the dierence between contextual specialization of CLP pro
grams and partial evaluation let us consider the following CLPR program
P over the domain R of real numbers

pX  X qX Program P 
pX  X rX
pX  X uX
where q r and u are predicates that do not depend on p
By contextual specialization of P wrt the constrained atom X pX we
derive the following program P
s


 p
s
X qX Program P
s

 p
s
X X uX
together with the atom p
s
X On the other hand by partial evaluation of P
wrt the same constrained atom X pX we get the program P
pe


 p
pe
X X qX Program P
pe

 p
pe
X X uX
together with the atom p
pe
X
Notice that in clause  of program P
s
the constraintX does not occur while

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it occurs in clause  of program P
pe
 In fact for every variable assignment
 lmPR j

X   pX i lmP
s
R j

X   p
s
X In contrast
for every  such that X   and lmPR j

qX it is not true that

lmPR j

X pX i lmP
s
R j

p
s
X Thus P
s
 p
s
X does not
satisfy the partial evaluation equivalence  when substituted for P
pe
 A
pe

The technique for specializing CLP programs which we present in this
paper follows the approach based on transformation rules and strategies This
approach has the advantage of separating the issue of proving the correctness
of the program specialization process from that of guaranteeing the eciency
of the specialized programs
The plan of the paper is as follows In Section  we present a reconstruction
of the partial evaluation of CLP programs by means of transformation rules
and strategies similarly to what has been done in  for the case of partial
evaluation of de	nite logic programs To this end we consider variants of the
unfolding and folding rules for CLP programs presented in 
In Section  we present an extra rule called contextual constraint replace
ment and an extra strategy called context propagation strategy which allow
us to specialize a set of clauses de	ning a predicate say p with respect to a
constraint when this constraint is known to hold for every call of p As we
will see this contextual constraint replacement rule may indeed be applied to
derive the specialized program P
s
we have presented above
In Section  we introduce the so called invariant promotion strategy for
avoiding redundant checks of constraint satis	ability and reducing the number
of arguments of predicates In Section  we compare our contextual special
ization technique to related work in the 	eld of partial deduction  and
specialization of programs wrt properties of their context of use 
 Rules and Strategies for Partial Evaluation of CLP
In this section we introduce a set of transformation rules and a strategy for
partial evaluation of CLP programs over a domain D Our rules dier from
those studied in previous papers  in that they are tailored to partial
evaluation
Throughout the paper we will use the following conventions FV  de
notes the set of the free variables of the formula  We will write X

  X
m

also as X  where X denotes the set fX

    X
m
g Analogously for  in
stead of  Similarly we will write the atom pt

     t
m
 also as pt where t
denotes the sequence t

     t
m
of terms Constraints over the domain D are
denoted by the letters c d    possibly with subscripts Atoms are denoted
by the letters AB    H    possibly with subscripts

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 Transformation Rules for Partial Evaluation
The process of partially evaluating program P whereby deriving program P
pe

can be formalized as a sequence P

     P
n
of programs called a transforma
tion sequence where P

P P
n
P
pe
and for k       n  program P
k
is obtained from program P
k
by applying one of the following transformation
rules
 R constrained atomic denition R unfolding R constrained
atomic folding R clause removal R constraint replacement and R
equality introduction and equality elimination
R Constrained Atomic Denition By constrained atomic denition
or denition for short we introduce the new clause
 
 newpX

    X
h
 c pt

     t
m

which is said to be a denition where
 i newp is a predicate symbol not
occurring in P

     P
k
 ii X

    X
h
are distinct variables occurring in
c pt

     t
m
 and iii p is a predicate symbol occurring in P

 From program
P
k
we derive the new program P
k
 P
k
 fg
For i   Def
i
denotes the set of de	nitions introduced during the transfor
mation sequence P

     P
i

R Unfolding Let  
 A  cA

     A
i
     A
n
be a renamed apart
clause of P
k
and let fB
j
 d
j
 B
j
     B
jn
j
j j      mg be the set of
all clauses in P
k
such that A
i
and B
j
have the same predicate symbol For
j      m let us consider the clause

j

 A c A
i
B
j
 d
j
 A

     A
i
 B
j
     B
jn
j
 A
i
     A
n
where A
i
B
j
stands for the conjunction of the equalities between the cor
responding arguments Then by unfolding clause  wrt the atom A
i
 we
derive the new program P
k
 P
k
 fg  f
j
j j      mg
R Constrained Atomic Folding Let  
 A  c dA

     A
i
 pt
A
i
     A
n
where t is a sequence of terms be a clause of P
k
 Let  

newpX   d  pt where X is a sequence of distinct variables be a vari
ant of a clause in Def
k
 Suppose that each variable in FV X does not
occur in FV A cA

     A
i
 A
i
     A
n
 By folding clause  wrt the
constrained atom d pt by using  we derive the new clause
 
 A cA

     A
i
newpX A
i
     A
n
and we derive the new program P
k
 P
k
 fg  fg
R Clause Removal Let  
 A c body be a clause of P
k
 If D j X c
where X  FV c then we say that the constraint c is unsatisable and we
derive the new program P
k
 P
k
 fg
R Constraint Replacement Let  
 A  c

 body be a renamed
apart clause of P
k
 Assume that D j X Y c

	 Z c

 for some con
straint c

 where Y  FV c

FV A body Z  FV c

FV A body

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and X  FV c

 c

 Y  Z Then we derive the new program P
k

P
k
 fg  fA c

 bodyg
R Equality Introduction and Equality Elimination Let us consider
the clauses 


 A  body

and 


 B  X  t body

 such that X does
not occur in t and A body

  B  body

fXtg
If 


 P
k
 by equality introduction we derive 

from 

 and we derive
P
k
 P
k
 f

g  f

g
If 


 P
k
 by equality elimination we derive 

from 

 and we derive
P
k
 P
k
 f

g  f

g
 The Partial Evaluation Strategy
We now describe a general strategy for deriving ecient CLP programs by
partial evaluation Our strategy is a generalization of the strategies for the
partial evaluation of de	nite logic programs using unfoldfold transformation
rules presented in  In our Partial Evaluation Strategy the unfolding
steps are performed according to a slightly modi	ed version of the determinate
unfolding strategy proposed in 
Partial Evaluation Strategy
Input 
 A CLPD program P and a constrained atom cA
Output 
 A CLPD program P
pe
and an atom A
pe
of the form p
pe
X

    X
h

Initialization	
Def 
 fp
pe
X

    X
h
 cAg where fX

    X
h
g  FV cA
NewDef 
 Def 
while NewDef  fg do
i unfolding
Unfold each clause in NewDef wrt the leftmost atom in its body Apply
zero or more times the clause removal rule and the constraint replacement
rule Let  be the resulting set of clauses derived from NewDef 
while
there is a clause  in  such that by applying the unfolding rule wrt an
atom A in the body of  we get at most one clause whose constraint
is satis	able
do
unfold  wrt A and then apply zero or more times the clause removal
constraint replacement equality introduction and equality elimination
rules Let 
u
be the resulting set of clauses derived from  
u
is either
empty or a singleton  
  fg  
u

end
ii definition
Assume that every clause  in  is of the form

H  d

 d

     d
k
 A

     A
k

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where for some i       k the constraint d
i
may be true
Apply the de	nition rule and introduce a set NewDef of new de	nitions
satisfying the following condition
 for all i       k there exists a clause
 
 K  d
i
 A
i
in Def NewDef such that we can fold  using  NewDef
may be empty
Def 
 Def  NewDef 
iii full folding
For each constrained atom d
i
 A
i
occurring in the body of a clause  in
 perform a folding step by using a clause in Def 
end
The assumption at the beginning of Step ii can be realized by suitable ap
plications of the constraint replacement equality introduction and equality
elimination rules at the end of Step i of our Partial Evaluation Strategy
These applications are nondeterministic and dierent choices may lead to dif
ferent applications of the de	nition and folding rules in Steps ii and iii
respectively To illustrate this point let us assume that during Step i we
have   fg and Def  f

 

g where

 rX X pX qX



 newpX X pX



 newqX X qX
Now we have among others the following three alternative ways of applying
our strategy

A Step i continued modify  by applying the constraint replacement
rule to clause  thereby obtaining clause 



rX XX pX qX
Step ii do nothing NewDef is empty and thus the Partial Evaluation
Strategy will terminate and
Step iii perform the full folding of 

by using 

and 

 thereby
obtaining
 rX newpX newqX
B Step i continued derive 

as above
Step ii introduce the new de	nition 


 newq X  qX so that
NewDef  f

g and
Step iii perform the full folding of 

by using 

and 

 thereby
obtaining
 rX X newpX newq X when folding using clause


the constrained atom is
 true qX
C Step i continued do nothing
Step ii introduce the new de	nition 


 newq X  qX so that
NewDef  f

g and
Step iii perform the full folding of  by using 

and 

 thereby
obtaining
 rX newpX newq X
We will not discuss here how to choose among dierent alternative ways of

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applying our strategy in order to derive more ecient residual programs
Theorem  
Correctness of the Partial Evaluation Strategy Let
P be a CLPD program and cA be a constrained atom Let us consider a
transformation sequence P     P
pe
constructed according to the Partial Eval
uation Strategy Let us also consider the atom p
pe
X

    X
h
 introduced
during the Initialization phase of the Partial Evaluation Strategy Then for
every variable assignment  we have that

lmPD j

cA i lmP
pe
D j

p
pe
X

    X
h

and thus lmPD j

cA i lmP
pe
D j

c p
pe
X

    X
h

Now we present an example of application of our Partial Evaluation Strat
egy Let us consider the following CLPR program SumMatch

Program SumMatch
summatchP S LL RR
lengthPL sumPR
prex GS length GL sumGR
summatchP CjS C summatchP S
sum  A A
sumAjB C A C CAD sumBD
length   A A
length AjB C A C	 CD lengthBD
prex   A
prex AjB CjD AC prex BD
Thus summatchP S holds i there exists a substring G of S such that
 i
G and P have equal length and ii the sum of the elements of G is equal
to the sum of the elements of P  We want to partially evaluate the program
SumMatch wrt the constrained atom

ABC   A B C summatchABC S
In what follows we will write kABC to denote the constraint ABC 
 A   B   C   According to the Partial Evaluation Strategy we
introduce the following de	nition

summatch
pe
ABC S kABC summatchABC S
The program derived by the Partial Evaluation Strategy is SumMatch
pe


Program SumMatch
pe

 summatch
pe
ABC DEF jS kABC
ABC  DEF
D E F 
 summatch
pe
ABC DjS D summatch
pe
ABC S

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 Contextual Constraint Replacement
We now present an extra transformation rule which allows us to derive very
ecient specialized programs by exploiting the knowledge of the contexts in
which programs are used As already mentioned the notion of context is
de	ned as a constrained atom Below in rule R and in Theorem  we gen
eralize this notion and consider a context to be de	ned as a set of constrained
atoms
R Contextual Constraint Replacement Let  be a renamed apart
clause in P of the form pt  c

 body where t is a sequence of terms Let
C be a set of constrained atoms Suppose that for some constraint c

and for
every c pu in C
D j X c u t  Y c

	 Z c


where Y  FV c

FV t body Z  FV c

FV t body and X  FV c u
t c

 c

Y  Z Then we derive program Q from program P by replacing
clause  by the clause pt  c

 body In this case we say that Q has been
derived from P by contextual constraint replacement wrt C
This rule R is a generalization of rule R
Theorem  
Correctness of Contextual Constraint Replacement
Let us assume that from a CLPD program P we derive a program Q by
contextual constraint replacement wrt a set C of constrained atoms As
sume also that C includes the set of all constrained atoms cA such that
H  cA

     A
n
is a clause of P and A is A
i
for some i       n
Then for every constrained atom cA in C and for every variable assignment
 we have that

lmPD j

cA i lmQD j

cA
An application of rule R allows us to derive program P
s
from program
P
pe
see Section  because by the above Theorem  correctness is preserved
for C  fX pX X qX X uXg
Now we give another example of application of rule R By applying rule
R we will improve the program SumMatch
pe
derived by partial evaluation at
the end of the previous section By the correctness of the Partial Evaluation
Strategy we have that for every variable assignment 
lmSumMatchD j

kABC summatchABC S i
lmSumMatch
pe
D j

kABC summatch
pe
ABC S
At this point we would like to apply rule R for performing contextual spe
cialization of program SumMatch
pe
wrt the constrained atom kABC
summatch
pe
ABC S and in particular in the body of clause  we would

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like to replace the constraint kABC by true Unfortunately the applica
tion of rule R is not guaranteed to preserve correctness because the set C for
SumMatch
pe
contains the constrained atom D   summatch
pe
ABC S
and it is not the case that

R j ABCD D  kABC	 true
To avoid this diculty we apply the so called Context Propagation Strategy
which works by exploiting the information of the context where the program
is used In our case we proceed as follows
We introduce the following de	nition for the new predicate summatch
c


summatch
c
ABC S kABC summatch
pe
ABC S
By unfolding it wrt summatch
pe
ABC S we get here and in the sequel
we omit to indicate the applications of the equality introduction and equality
elimination rules

 summatch
c
ABC DEF jS kABC
ABC  DEF
D E F 
 summatch
c
ABC DjS kABC D
summatch
pe
ABC S
By applying rule R we replace clause  by

summatch
c
ABC DjS kABC kABC
D summatch
pe
ABC S
This clause can be folded wrt the underlined atoms and we get

 summatch
c
ABC DjS kABC D summatch
c
ABC S
In the derived program consisting of clauses  and  we can apply twice rule
R with the objective of replacing kABC by true These applications of
rule R produce the following program SumMatch
c


Program SumMatch
c

 summatch
c
ABC DEF jS ABC  DEF
D E F 
 summatch
c
ABC DjS D summatch
c
ABC S
The application of rule R preserves correctness because the set C includes
for the predicate summatch
c
the following two constrained atoms only

i kABC summatch
c
ABC S and
ii kABCD summatch
c
ABC S
and for these two constrained atoms we have that

i R j ABCD kABC  kABC	 true
ii R j ABCD kABC D  kABC	 true

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 Avoiding Redundant Constraints and Arguments
In this section we introduce a strategy called Invariant Promotion Strategy for
avoiding redundant checks of constraint satis	ability and reducing the number
of arguments of predicates We will see this strategy in action by applying
it to the program SumMatch
c
made out of clauses  and  which has been
derived at the end of the previous section
The improvement realized by our strategy consists in avoiding the re
computation of the expression AB C depending on arguments whose
value does not change during the evaluation of dierent calls of the predi
cate summatch
c
ABC S In this sense we say that ABC is an invariant
for summatch
c
ABC S
We start o by introducing the following de	nition

 summatch
i
ABC S summatch
c
ABC S
By constraint replacement de	nition and folding we derive from clause  the
following two clauses see Appendix B

 summatch
i
ABC S I  ABC newpABC S I
 newpABC S I I  ABC summatch
c
ABC S
where in the variable I we store the value of the invariant expression ABC
and in order to make this value available at every call of newp I is included
among the arguments of newp 
We now derive a recursive de	nition for the predicate newp as follows By
unfolding clause  wrt summatch
c
ABC S we get

 newpABC DEF jS I I  ABC ABC  DEF
D E F 
 newpABC DjS I I  ABC D summatch
c
ABC S
By rule R we replace clauses  and  by the following ones

 newpABC DEF jS I I  ABC I  DEF
D E F 
 newpABC DjS I I  ABC I  ABC
D summatch
c
ABC S
By folding clause  wrt the underlined atoms we get

 newpABC DjS I I  ABC D newpABC S I
Let us now consider the derived program for summatch
i
which consists of the
clauses   and 
Since in the derived program for the predicate newp the set C contains the
two following constrained atoms only
 i I  ABC newpABC S I
and ii I  ABC D newpABC S I we may apply to clauses 
and  the contextual clause replacement rule and we get


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 newpABC DEF jS I I  DEF D E F 
 newpABC DjS I D newpABC S I
The program we have derived so far consists of the clauses   and  By
Theorems  and  we have that

lmSumMatch
c
D j summatch
c
ABC S i
lmf  gD j summatch
i
ABC S
Finally we perform our last improvement by eliminating the 	rst three argu
ments of the predicate newpABC S I because they do not change between
any two calls of newp The 	nal program SumMatch
i
is as follows

Program SumMatch
i

 summatch
i
ABC S I  ABC newpS I
 newpDEF jS I I  DEF D E F 
 newpDjS I D newpS I
The property that the 	rst three arguments of newpABC S I are indeed
redundant may be discovered by a suitable program analysis such as the
redundant argument 	ltering technique presented in  This property may
also be proved by showing the equivalence

lmfgD jABC S I newpABC S I	 newpS I
which in turn may easily be shown by using the unfoldfold proof method

 Related Work and Conclusions
We have presented some transformation rules and strategies for the specializa
tion of constraint logic programs by taking into account their context of use
Our method extends related techniques for the partial evaluation of logic pro
grams because the context of use is speci	ed by means of a constraint which
may be satis	ed by a possibly in	nite set of values instead of a single value
Indeed our specialization method belongs to a family of methods which
can be used for the specialization of programs wrt properties of their context
of use Among these methods we would like to mention
 i the methods for
specializing logic programs presented in  ii the method for multiple
specialization of logic programs presented in  iii the method for reducing
the workload of the constraint solving engine presented in  and iv the
method for parameterized partial evaluation of functional programs presented
in 
In  the authors present very general approaches to the specialization
of de	nite logic programs wrt properties which however do not seem to
be amenable to full mechanization In particular most of the basic trans

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formation rules introduced in  cannot be easily automated because their
applicability conditions depend on undecidable properties In this paper we
have considered the class of CLP programs and we have described the prop
erties of their context of use by means of constraints instead of predicates
de	ned by logic programs By doing so we were able to consider more eec
tive transformation rules whose applicability conditions are decidable if we
assume that the constraint theory is decidable as it is often the case
A more practical approach is presented in  where a technique for the
implementation of multiple specialization is proposed This technique pro
duces a polyvariant specialized program which contains dierent optimized
versions of the same predicate for dierent uses
The aim of the work presented in  is to transform a standard CLP
program into a nonmonotonic CLP program that is a program in which
addition of the constraints to the store is delayed until it becomes really nec
essary and constraints are removed from the store as soon as they become
redundant This approach requires a more advanced form of interaction with
the constraint solver as it should be able to deal with removal instructions
Indeed most constraint solvers provide only primitives for testing the satis	
ability and the entailment of constraints
The two techniques described in  perform global analysis of the
programs based on abstract interpretation
The work in  is concerned with a strict 	rst order functional program
ming language and the main tool for specifying a property of the context
wrt which a program has to be specialized is based on abstract interpreta
tion
Our transformation rules are intended for use within the program spe
cialization techniques and in this respect they are more speci	c than the
transformation rules for CLP programs considered in  Moreover we
have an extra rule the contextual constraint replacement rule which allows
us to replace a constraint c occurring in the body of a clause by another con
straint which is equivalent to c in the given context For instance consider
the CLPR program P



pX  X qX Program P


where q is a predicate that does not depend on p By contextual constraint
replacement wrt the constrained atom X pX we may derive P



pX  qX Program P


because X   is true in the context where X   is true Notice that P

cannot be obtained by the usual unfoldfold rules because P

and P

may
have dierent least Rmodels
It should be noticed that the folding rule R could have been made more

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powerful by allowing nonatomic folding ie more than one atom in the body
of the de	nition  and multiple folding ie more than one de	nition clause
but we presented it in the weaker form for showing that this form is powerful
enough to achieve very high eciency improvements and it is easier to apply
in an automatic way
Notice also that in our rules we assume that the comma operator is com
mutative This assumption may indeed be too restrictive for the existing
implementations of CLP languages We leave this issue for future studies
The general strategy we have proposed in Section  for partially evaluating
CLP programs extends various techniques based on the unfolding and folding
rules for partially evaluating logic programs and constraint logic programs
such as those described in  and indeed our folding rule is more
powerful than the ones considered in those papers
In order to achieve various program improvements by exploiting the knowl
edge of the context in which predicates are called we have illustrated two
more strategies
 i the context propagation strategy and ii the invariant
promotion strategy These strategies make use of the contextual constraint
replacement rule
Finally the papers  report on some correctness results for partial de
duction that is partial evaluation of logic programs based on Lloyd and Shep
herdsons approach  Apart from some technical issues that make partial
deduction dierent from program specialization based on unfoldingfolding
rules we would like to point out that the frameworks described in  do
not allow for contextual constraint replacement Indeed from the constrained
atom X pX and program P

above we derive the resultant 

pX X qX
where the constraint X has to be solved at evaluation time even if we
know that it holds at specialization time In contrast to partial deduction our
approach is able to fully exploit the statically available information provided
by the context of use of a program
Appendix A
The following table shows some execution times in milliseconds of the pro
grams derived in the previous sections
Programs LP   LP  
SumMatch  ms  ms
SumMatch
pe
 ms  ms
SumMatch
c
 ms  ms
SumMatch
i
 ms  ms

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LP indicates the length of the pattern to be found in a string of  real
numbers The experiments were performed on a Pentium II  MHz running
Linux and SICStus Prolog
Appendix B
Derivation of clauses  and  from clause 
Since D j ABC I I  ABC	 true by constraint replacement
from clause  we get

 summatch
i
ABC S I  ABC I  ABC
summatch
c
ABC S
By de	nition we introduce the following clause

 newpABC S I I  ABC summatch
c
ABC S
By folding clause  by using clause  we get

 summatch
i
ABC S I  ABC newpABC S I
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